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We appreciate your business and hope you enjoy your 
Samuel Jackson Reflector 

 
This manual contains information on the installation, wiring and use of your Reflector system 
along with sections on optional sensors available from Samuel Jackson.  Included are sections on: 

 
• Navigating Through the Screens 
• Basic Electrical Installation 
• Electrical Installation of Optional Sensors 

 
In the future when you require service, technical support, or parts please contact us by phone, fax, 
or the internet.  Our engineers and service people are available to assist you in obtaining the best 
performance from your Samuel Jackson, Inc. products. 
 
 

Again, thanks for choosing a Samuel Jackson Reflector System 
 
 

SAMUEL JACKSON, INCORPORATED 
MAIL: P.O. BOX 16587    LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79490  

COURIER: 3900 UPLAND AVENUE   LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79407 
TELEPHONE 806-795-5218 OR 800-862-9966 

TELEFAX 806-795-8240 
E-mail: engineering@samjackson.com 

Internet: www.samjackson.com 
 
 

Copyright © 2007 SAMUEL JACKSON, INCORPORATED.  All rights reserved. 
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Reflector Specifications 
 

Touch Screen type  6”, Color STN 
   

Dimensions of Touch Screen Unit.  Mounted in door of control unit. 
   

Dimensions of Control Unit. 
 Fiberglass enclosure, NEMA 4X, 13.31” 

tall X 11.31” wide X 5.59” deep 
   

Compatible incoming signals.  4-20 mA linear or Samuel Jackson 
moisture transmitters (all types). 

   

Output Signals  Dry Contact with Dual Programmable 
Alarm Points. 

   

Home screen contents. 
 Summary screen includes Current 

Numerical Reading and Analog Pointer 
Display 

   
Display options.  User selectable home screen. 

   
Security features.  Settings are password protected. 

   

Troubleshooting features.  Signal levels are displayed for incoming 
analog inputs from sensors. 
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Using Your Reflector 
 
Your Reflector can be used in several ways. The most common use is in conjunction with 
the Seed Plug Moisture Sensor (22470), which will be the main focus of this manual. 
 
The Home Screen will be displayed anytime the Reflector is in use. There are 3 different 
styles of home screens that you can choose based on your preferences. An example of 
each is shown below.  
 
If you would like to change which home screen is used, press the ‘Change Home Screen’ 
button on the Setup page and select one of the screens by pressing on it. The background 
will change from white to green to show which screen is selected. 
 

Home Screen 1 is the default 
screen. It shows the Current 
Moisture Reading with both 
an analog-style meter and a 
Numeric Value. 

Home Screen 2 shows the 
analog-style meter and the 
numeric value as well as a 

running graph of the moisture 
values over the past 2 minutes 

Home Screen 3 shows only the 
numeric value but the screen 
changes colors based on the 
alarm values. The screen turns 
yellow during a warning and 
red during an alarm. 
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The Reflector also stores a graph of the moisture readings. The screen can show a five-
minute span. The last twelve hours of history are viewable by using the forward and back 
buttons. To access the graph at any time, press the ‘?’ button from the Home screen. 

Press here to go back 
to the home screen. 

These arrows allow 
you to scroll through 
the graph. Press a 
single arrow to step 
back or forward five 
minutes. Press a 
double arrow to go to 
the beginning or end. 

This button will 
clear the graph 
and all stored 
data. 
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Changing Your Settings 
 
The Reflector is very flexible. If you prefer one of the alternate Home Screens, or if you 
want to use it to measure something other than seed moisture, it can be setup to do so. 
The next few sections of this manual explain the use of the Setup screen in more detail. 
 

 
 

 
 

To access the Setup Screen, 
press the Wrench button from 
any home screen. 

Enter the user password. The 
default password is 1234 and 
can be changed once inside the 
setup menu. 
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Setup Options 
 
From the Setup screen, you can change the way the Reflector reads incoming signals, 
change the Home screen, change alarm settings, change the display name and change the 
user password. 
 
For settings that are not listed on this page, see the following detailed setup pages for 
more information. 
 
 

For troubleshooting 
purposes, you may need 
to know the version of 

your software. Press the 
‘Show Splash’ button to 
call the splash screen. 
The software versions 

are shown in the 
bottom-right corner. 

If you need to reset the 
Reflector to its default 
settings, press the ‘Set 
Defaults’ button then 

confirm your choice on 
the window that pops up. 

To change the user 
password, press the 

“Change Password’ button. 
The numeric keypad will 

open, allowing you to enter 
a new password. The 
password can be any 

number from 0000 to 9999. 
The default  

password is 1234. 
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Sensor Setup 
 

After pressing the ‘Sensor Setup’ button, you are taken to the following screen. The 
bottom-right corner shows the current milliamp reading. 
 

 
 
 

 

The default setting for the type of 
sensor input is the Seed Scale. 
This setting requires the use of 
the Seed Plug Moisture Sensor in 
order to be accurate. 
 
When set to the Cotton Scale, the 
Reflector can read a signal from 
an 80300 Universal Resistance 
Sensor and display the moisture 
of seed or lint  cotton. 

Bias - Use this setting to adjust the reading to match a known or preferred moisture value. This can 
be determined by using a quality resistance sensor, lab testing or other verifiable means. 
 
Peak Hold - This is the latch (hold) time in seconds.  The highest value (peak) read by the sensor 
will be held for this amount of time before any decay takes place. 
 
Decay Time - This adjusts how quickly the moisture value returns to the current reading after the 
peak hold time has expired. 
 
When using a Seed Plug Moisture Sensor, the Peak Hold and Decay Time values should be set to 0 
to disable these features. If using a Universal Resistance Sensor, they should be set at 10 and 5, 
respectively, as a starting point. 

When the Reflector is used with a 
sensor other than a Samuel Jackson 
CMT-based unit, it should be set to 
the ‘Linear Scale.’ 
 
The 20mA value should match the 
full-signal reading of the sensor 
being used. In this case, 20mA is 
equal to 20% moisture. 
 
The 4mA value should be set to the 
low value that the sensor reads. 
Here, 4mA is equal to 4% moisture. 
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Alarm Setup 
 
The Reflector features user adjustable warnings and alarms. Read on to find out how to 
set them up to match your needs. 
 
From the Setup page, press the ‘Alarm Setup’ button. To enter a value, press the button 
and enter your desired value using the on-screen keypad and press Enter. Note that 
entering ‘0’ for any of the Warning or Alarm values will disable that Warning or Alarm. 
 

Low Alarm – Enter the value that 
should cause a low-moisture alarm. 

High Warn – Enter the 
value that should cause a 
high-moisture warning. 

High Alarm – Enter the 
value that should cause a 
high-moisture alarm. 

Low Warn – Enter the value that 
should cause a low-moisture warning. 

Activate Relay on… 
 
If Warning is set to ‘Yes’ then any warning, high 
or low, will close the dry contact. 
 
If Alarm is set to ‘Yes’ then either Alarm will 
close the dry contact. 
 
* It is recommended that you disable the dry 
contact if not in use by setting both options to ‘No’ 
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Changing Your Home Screen 
 
If you would like to change which home screen is used, press the ‘Change Home Screen’ 
button on the Setup page and select one of the screens by pressing on it. The background 
will change from white to green to show which screen is selected. 
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Changing the Display Name 
 
The name that is shown on Home Screens 1 and 3 can be changed to any name up to 20 
characters long (including spaces). 
 
To change the name, go to the Setup screen and press ‘Change Display Name.’ A keypad 
should come up, allowing you to type the new name. Use the ‘CAP’ button on the bottom 
right of the keyboard to change between uppercase and lower case letters. ‘DEL’ acts like 
the backspace key on a normal keyboard. When you are finished, press ‘ENT’ on the top 
right of the screen to accept the new name. 
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Installation Guidelines 
 
A Few Notes About Hooking Up Sensitive Wires 
 
Analog signal wires (4-20mA) should not be run in the same conduit as AC Voltage 
wires. As a general rule, it is best to run sensitive wires in separate steel conduits from 
other wiring to eliminate interference.  
 
Exceptions to this rule: 
It is okay to run sensitive wires with thermocouple wires and low voltage DC power 
wires such as the 24 VDC power wires to the transmitter.  
 
Four conductor, 18 gage shielded cable is a good choice for sensitive signals. Only 
connect the shield to earth ground at one end of the wire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4 CONDUCTOR 18 GA SHIELDED CABLE 
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Grounding CMT Transmitters 
 

Following are some guidelines on grounding CMT-3 and CMT-4 transmitters to ensure 
reliable operation. 
 
The picture below shows a ground wire running from Transmitter terminals 2 and 7 to the 
steel frame of the Hot Box II. For the Sled II, it should be grounded to the conveyor 
trough through terminals 2 and 7. 
 

 
  
On the original style Sled Sensors with stainless fingers instead of sensor pads, do not 
bond terminal 2 to 7 to ground. Ground only terminal 7 to the trough. 
  
This picture of the back of a Universal Sensor plate shows a ground wire attached with a 
self tapping screw to the sensor door frame. Attaching directly to the hopper also works. 
This wire is connected to terminals 2 and 7 on the transmitter. This helps to dissipate 
static electrical charge which can cause the reading to be ridiculously high for dry cotton.  
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Wiring Diagram 

N.C . N.C .C 0 Y1 Y3 Y4 Y6 C2 Y16Y14Y13Y11
N.C . Y0 Y2 C1 Y5 Y7 Y17Y15Y10 Y12 C3G LG

N.C .C 1 X5 X7 X10 X12 C3 X22X20X17X15X0 X2
N.C .X4 X6 C2 X11 X13 X14 X23X21C4X16X1 X3C0

PORT1 PORT2 RUN	  	  	  S TOP

TERM

PWR
RUN
CPU
TX1
RX1
TX2
RX2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23

Direc t
LOGIC 06

Koyo

D 0-‐ 06D R -‐DY
X
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IMPORTANT! 
 

The following notice affects your warranty. 
 
 
 
 

Electrical Controls and Your Safety 
 
 
Your new Sam Jackson product may be equipped with electrical controls, or designed to 
interact with controls on a related Sam Jackson product.  
 
In the event that local, state, federal or other specified safety compliance is required, we 
will consider modifications to meet the particular requirements. Implementation of 
alternative safety devices may incur additional charges.  No warranty of compliance with 
a particular standard is made in the absence of specific reference to it in our quotation. 
 
If you modify, or permit others to modify, these controls without specific written 
permission from Sam Jackson, Inc. the warranty on your product will be void and there is 
a possibility of serious damage to machinery, damage to product, serious injury to 
personnel, or death.  The modifier of the controls assumes all liability for these 
consequences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Samuel Jackson, Incorporated 
3900 Upland Avenue 

Lubbock, Texas  79407 
806-795-5218 

 
 


